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Edge grain stock is specially desirable for flooring, and admits no piece in which the angle of the grain exceeds forty-five degrees from vertical, thus excluding all pieces that will sliver or shell from wear. Such stock as will not meet ttiese requirements is known as flat grain.
15.    All   dressed  and  matched  stock  shall be measured and sold "strip count," i. e.,  full  size of  rough   strip   from which such stock is made—3, 4, 5 and 6 inches wide.
16.    The foregoing general observations shall apply to and govern   the   following   detailed   descriptive   enumeiation   of recognized grades.
147. Rules for Grading Finishing Lumber. The following rules for grading apply to all kinds of finishing stock, whether for interior or out-door work. In these rules such expressions as "S. i S."or "S. 28." mean "surfaced one side," or "surfaced two sides," respectively. Also "S. i S. i E." will be understood to mean *'surfaced one side and one edge." By surfacing is meant planing or running it through a planing machine. It may still require hand dressing for the best work. Nearly all saw mills now dry their lumber and run it through the planer, in order to save the extra freight on the rough and green lumber.
(Grades: First and second clear; third clear; barn and roofing stocks).
17.    First and Second  Clear Finish, I inch, S. i or 2 S., up to and  including   10 inches wide, must show one   face clear from all defects; 33J4   per cent, of any shipment of 12 or 14 inches wide will admit two pin knots or one standard knot, slight pitch streak, or small pitch pocket, or sap stain not over iji   inches   wide   running   across   the  face, or small   kiln  or seasoning checks, but no two of these defects shall appear in a single piece ; 16 inches wide will admit of two defects allowed in 12-inch or their equivalent.    Wider  than   i6-inch  will  admit proportionately more defects.    Pieces otherwise admissible in which  the point of the grain has been loosened or slivered   in dressing on the face side should be put in lower grade.   Defective dressing or reverse face of finishing is admissible.    In case both faces are desired clear special contract must be made.
18.     Third Clear Finish, i inch, S. i S. or 2 S., up to and including 10 inches in width, may have not more than two, of the following defects on best or face side:     Three pin knots one standard knot; three sap stains ^ inches wide running across

